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Powerful, white-labelled social media features to scale your agency
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Embed Cloud Campaign for rapid, scalable revenue growth
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The Agency-Friendly Social Media Management Platform

Cloud Campaign helps you build a thriving marketing agency with AI-powered, brandable, scalable social media management software and five-star support dedicated to your business's success.

Start free trialLearn more
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Cloud Campaign plays nicely with:
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Your wonderfully white-labeled social media management platform.



[image: ]FREE White-Labeling
We want to make you look good. Replace our branding with yours to create an integrated white label social media management service - FREE with a Studio or Agency plan.



[image: ]Simplified Social Media Scheduling
Save time and schedule months' worth of content in minutes with easy-to-use drip automations. 
Work smarter just took on a whole new meaning. 


[image: ]Integrated Client Approval Process
Quickly get client feedback and approval on content from the platform on any web browser. Yeah, even mobile!


[image: ]One-Click Social Media Reporting
Generate interactive, easily-digestible social media reports that won't put your clients to sleep, along with performance insights to inform your whip-smart decision-making.
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The reviews are in:
See what our customers and employees think about Cloud Campaign!
4.9/5
[image: ]Capterra

4.9/5
[image: ]G2 Crowd

5/5
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We only win when you win.

[image: ]“The best on the market”
It's by far the most sophisticated SMM platform with smart systems for categorization and recycling of evergreen content. It's also got the best reporting I've seen anywhere. Best of all, their support team is super to work with.

Mandi Gould
Barker Social
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[image: ]“Make the switch”
As we scaled to hundreds of clients, our previous scheduling tool was simply not able to cope and kept breaking. Cloud Campaign is the perfect solution and just works, plus they have an amazing and very patient customer support team.

Henry Earle-A'Hern
Smarcomms
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[image: ]“The best solution for growth-focused agencies”
Cloud Campaign allowed our social media agency to scale with a reliable and cost-effective software partner. I can confidently say that Cloud Campaign offers the best solution for growth-focused agencies available on the market today.

Chris Heuwetter
98 Buck Social
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The only social media management platform purpose-built for growing agencies.
Our pricing plans, unique tools and amazing team were built to support agencies just like yours.
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[image: ]Agency-Friendly Pricing
Don't pay extra for adding users or to unlock features. Pay less per client as you grow and add more clients.


[image: ]Time-Saving Tools
Easily shareable content approval links to send to clients, advanced scheduling options, bulk content uploads, taggable content library and more.


[image: ]Incredible Support
Our customer success team is in your corner. We are here to provide a premium onboarding experience and ongoing consultative support for your agency.




Start free trialWhy Cloud Campaign?

Oodles of integrations to accelerate your workflow.
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Dynamically create new user workspaces and begin client onboarding with Zapier integration.
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Quickly build and schedule stunning posts using Canva from within the software.


[image: ]RSS Importing




Turn any RSS feed into a content funnel with automated RSS importing.


[image: ]Google Drive Importing




Automatically create social media posts from media you or your clients upload into Google Drive.
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Connect Google Analytics to understand how social media is affecting your web traffic in your reports.





Sign up for your free trial to see why thousands of agencies have made the switch to Cloud Campaign.
Or, schedule some time with our team to learn how Cloud Campaign can fit into your digital agency.

Start free trialSchedule demo
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Frequently Asked Questions
Here are answers to our most commonly asked inquiries. Still have a burning question? Click below to reach out to a real human person for the answer.
Contact us

Do you offer a free trial?



Yes! We offer a free two-week trial so you can test drive the software, as well as a free demo and other resources to get you started.



What do you mean by free white-labeling?



We mean that Studio and Agency plans can white-label our software for free. Freelancer Plans can white-label their account as an upgrade.



Can I change plans after I sign up?



Of course! Change plans or cancel any time. Price changes will be pro-rated.



Can I add my clients to the system?



Yes! All plans come with unlimited internal and external users. This means you can add both admins and brand managers from your team, in addition to your clients. Now your clients can help you create social media content and even see their analytics in real-time.



Do you help me move my clients over?



Yup, our Integrations Team will help you migrate your existing clients over to Cloud Campaign. In addition, we have built-in tools to import your client's existing social media content so you don't need to recreate everything from scratch including a Facebook import, Google Drive integration, and multiple bulk upload options.



Do you provide SMM services?



No, we offer software for more efficient social media management. If you need help with SMM services, let us know and we'll be happy to connect you with one of our certified agency partners!




Do you offer annual discounts?



We do! If you want to commit to the product for a year, we can offer you two months for free. Simply email us at sales@cloudcampaign.io and we'll apply your discount.



Is your platform only for agencies?



No! Tons of brands and in-house teams are using Cloud Campaign as an affordable option to speed up their social media management tasks. Our Freelancer plan is a great fit for most small businesses.
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We help marketing agencies scale.

Subscribe to our newsletter
Get access to the latest product updates, agency tools, resources, and live interviews with industry experts each month.
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sales@cloudcampaign.com
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1.866.692.4629





Website feedback? 
Let us know | Fire the designer
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